E-Trade: HSB Machinery and Technology Combined

Equipment
breakdown insurance
and inspection
A comprehensive solution for UK businesses
operating machinery and equipment

Comprehensive equipment
breakdown solutions
HSB Machinery and Technology
Combined provides:
Equipment breakdown insurance
Cover for damage and breakdown
to fixed manufacturing, processing and
services equipment, and building
services equipment.
Inspection services
Impartial plant/equipment examinations
to help customers maintain workplace
equipment safety, optimise the efficiency
of plant and equipment, and comply with
applicable health and safety legislation.

We live and work in a world where technology is constantly evolving;
creating new forms of machinery and equipment, applications for them,
and requirements for businesses to conform to applicable workplace
equipment health and safety legislation. Whilst technology brings many
benefits, ever more reliance on electronic components and software is
increasing the risk to businesses of equipment failure, breakdown, and
non-regulatory compliance.

How HSB can help
HSB Machinery and Technology Combined responds to changing
equipment risks, exposures and applicable health and safety regulatory
requirements by providing an equipment breakdown insurance policy and
inspection service all in one; a comprehensive solution for UK businesses
operating machinery and equipment.

Trading made simple
Available via Acturis and HSB Fast Track, our product has been
developed to be traded entirely online; making the full quote and bind
process as quick and easy as possible.

What is included?
Equipment breakdown and damage

Provides damage and breakdown insurance cover, including:
− Cover for the failure, breaking, distortion or burning-out of any part of the
machinery or equipment during its normal operation
− Includes the failure of any electronic or computer equipment that
controls the machinery or equipment, even if there is no physical damage
− Operator error included as standard
− Cover for undamaged non-compatible parts included as standard
− Cover for damage whilst temporarily removed, including during transit, for
the purpose of repair, service or modification
− Reinstatement of machinery or equipment as new

Inspection service

Provision of impartial engineering inspection services, via our network
of competent, multi-skilled Engineer Surveyors, to assist with statutory
inspections and thorough examinations across a vast range of plant and
equipment for the following classes:
− Boiler/pressure
− Electrical/mechanical
− Lifting
− Power presses and associated machinery
− Local exhaust ventilation
− Fixed wiring (electrical)

Focused on simple,
accessible e-trade solutions
Who is it targeted at?
HSB Machinery and Technology
Combined is predominantly aimed
at the following:
− Manufacturers and suppliers
− Food industry
− Commercial property owners:
offices/hotels/retail complexes/
high-rise residential blocks
− Pharmaceutical industry
− Dairy farmers
− Specialist engineering industries

How can I access HSB
Machinery and
Technology Combined?
Our product is available via Acturis
and HSB Fast Track, making it quick
and easy to quote and bind cover,
process mid-term adjustments and
obtain renewal terms; with no waiting
for contract/policy documents.
E-trading tips
We’ve created a handy list for you to
refer to when placing business online.
View via the following links:
− HSB Fast Track

− Acturis

Who do I contact for
more information?
For more information on our product,
contact your broker, your local HSB
Business Development Manager or
office, or visit our website:
www.hsbeil.com.
For specific questions on policy
referrals via Acturis and
HSB Fast Track, contact our
dedicated E-Trade Team:
Tel: 0161 817 2162
Email: etrade@hsbeil.com

HSB Machinery and Technology Combined in action
The following are examples of the types of scenarios that could be supported by our HSB Machinery and Technology
Combined product.

Insurance
High-precision
manufacturing firm

Incident: Operator error caused spindle damage within a CNC machine.

Claim cost:
£38,000

Church

Incident: A heating boiler broke down due to failure of circuits within the controls.

Claim cost:
£7,674

Inspection
Manufacturer

After inheriting an overdue equipment schedule, we took full ownership. Starting with the
statutory items, which were mainly passenger lifts, we mobilised a HSB Engineer Surveyor
task force to focus on bringing everything 100% up-to-date; removing the compliance stress
from the customer.

Why choose HSB?
− Leading specialist provider of engineering and technology insurance and inspection services in the UK and Ireland
− Winner of the 2021 British Insurance Awards ‘Specialist Insurance Company of the Year’ award
− Engineering inspection services accredited by UKAS (United Kingdom Accreditation Service)
− UK-based arm of HSB Group, the equipment breakdown insurance and inspection market leader since 1866
− Part of Munich Re, a world leader in risk solutions, consistent risk management and financial stability
− Financially strong and stable – rated A++ (Superior) by A.M. Best Company
− A member of the Institute of Customer Service, demonstrating our commitment to continually improving customer
service performance and professionalism
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